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ABSTRACT 
Optimal producing procedures for the facilities-location I\ 
·,, / assignment problem have been impractical because of the long computer 
solution times required for even the relatively small problems. Two 
. 
" 
ne\v algorithms are presented in this paper anq their improved 
capabilities are demonstratedo The responses of these algorithms to 
\ 
\ 
~ .... .,._ 
sev"eral input parameters are also i nves.t.-1L~gQ"..aa-tt'.€e~dk.-------------------
. ' 
:_'~.~~~· 
~---,-,---,-~=-·----·"'-~------.· -- - ------- "" 
---· .c 
---
............. lliilliliiilaaliilliiii ____ ____..~..........-~~~ ·_ -·-. 






The branch-and-bound technique was developed by Little, et al, 25 
to obtain optimal solutions for the traveling salesman problem. This 
C 
group recognized that the branch-and-bound technique is also appli-
cable to many other combinatorial problems e 
9 Gavett and Plyter have shown that the branch-and-bound technique 
--------------




;,:JJ~.,.. '"~ used this technique in an optimal producing algorithm for this problem~ 
J 
'·' 
Regretfully, their- results indicate that the algorithm requires con-
""'-' 
s:i..derabl.e computer time to obtain optimal solutions for even the rela-
tively small problemso 
The ·purpose of this paper is to, demonstrate that optimal branch-
and-boun.d solutions to the facilities-location assignment problem are 
'not . as restrictive as the Gavett, and Plyter results indicateo Two ,,:7 u 
new branch~and-b~und algorithms are pre~ented here' and 't!o.eir i perfor-
.,. f> 
mance characteristics are_analyzed to den1~1:1strate improveme?lts . in 
Gavett 'and Plyter ~lJOQ 






--·-·· .. ---. ··--· ------~~---.. -·· ---·· .. · ~- ·- ---· -
. ·~--· ·--~·· ·~,~ . .. -· ··.: ..,.~:-· .·~·~:· .. '"',,_.-. ---~ik····--.· --~-----' .·· ... -- . 
• : :I .• 
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' ,, 
3 
,~--devices, personnel, or combinations thereof, which performs a 
given role or function. This function will normally be depen-
dent upon some of the other facilities within the same plant .. 
Examples o:f facilities are: (1) a manager and his related o:ffice 
equipment, (2) a passenger or freight elevator, (3) a drafting 
department, and (4) a machine· lathe operator, his lathe and assoc-
Location - Any one of the equal-area subspaces into which the 
I 
( ' available £loorspace is divided . 
. Flow (fij) - The volume per unit time of mat~rial, personnel, -or 
information moving between facilities i and j ~ Flow is also ad-
justed to include an appropriate measure of cost per .. unit·· distance 9 
'~ 
Some examples of flow are: (1) · personnel traffic rate between 
two facilities, adjusted _to include t·he cost of this·traffic p·er 
unit distance, and~(2) conveyor belt cost. per un.it time a~d dis-. ; 
"''1;1...:- ' tance as required to move products between two :facilitieso 
Distance (<lgh) - The distance between locatibns g -~~"'1.. Nonr:~ny 
. ,· . .- ....... ,,.,.',,'''·'',_':': .. 
the rectangular distance between cent~oids of the two locations 
. . . ··, .· '· .. · 
. 
' . 
. ' . will closely represent tl,:le :normal Jllod.e of inqustr·fa:I. travel .a1ong 
. ,._,,,' 
... ·:·•:;:·.···,;; . 
' -
~··cost .(c.·~ .. ) .. ~\1 The cos·t perunj_t ti.me of ''flow" betWeen faciflities.•-· ghl.J < .·.' '. ' ... 




This can be· expressed simply.as· the :prodµct,·of. the above ·appro~ .. '. ~-· ;:1 . . 
•. '-... .r ' 









· ·.·· .represents th~i cost of a~signing iacilit.y <pair t a.nd· j to· loca ..... , . 
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The prob1em of determining the minimum cost locations :for the 
various facilities within an industr:ial p1ant has long been of int~rest 
,. to economists, industrial engineers and management scientists .. 
Various techniques have been used to obtain usable solutions to the 
problemo These techniques have been used -to obtain usable solutions 
' 
- _______ ,. __ 
---------···· ·---------------------- ~ to the, problemo These techniques can be divided into three classes: 
(1) traditional manual methods which depend upon dominant parts or-: 
products, (2) graphic techniques :for minimizing · some measure of 
· materials handling cost, and (3) mathe1-11a_tical mo_dels._ · "-· 
The literature contains :numerous trad:iltiona1 manual methods of 
solution fo~ layout design C) 
- • Such · methods depend upon the determina ..... 
. 









.. ·.; _solution' techniques consist· of using flow-process charts ·and. :f.low .dia-




. • . 
,v- -tu.·re of layout for all .parts - and prodh.i~;tso. ' . . . . . No on~ · individual is given · 
I 
. ., i ,.~. '.} ,: .~ : - .• ' ·'1 
. ' 
. 
Several·, current text= ~ C 
.. ·· .. 1,16,33 .. ·. -.-.--- ' . ·. ·.· .. · ·' .. · ..... _. ~ . _;,. . . '•• boo'ks · · 1 · . · provide adequate descrlption~- of t-hese tech.niqµes ~ · 
credit€ for the development o:f _these methods o 





· The-· g:rr:aphic·- approach• dea1s.wfth tne routings ox 'all. _parts· and· 
' '.'·-------'-:----· .. -· . . 
p;v.-ociucts, O'; __ J s~ple of parts if the irtun~er is e~reme1Y'11lrge. This I·,_ 
. approach attempts ·to determin~:::a relative location, pattern which·.· 
. . 
. 





- · ' 16 iZ ··. · 
. ·. ~ · ·· · 3 ·. -. · · · . I · -- ·e · · .. as·. cross_.~charting, · op~r!-tlon sequence .. analysis\.< and travel·. cl1arting-·-> 
~-
-












,f -• .,, 
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- . - -·;.] - - ·-__ - - ::.:--_1_--
=;::::=:-:::-:~-~=---=-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~W!PWI ~~-=-====II• -- ~·---~·~···~~~-~~~~~-=.,,;·· -=-=·-_,=-=-=~-~---·~--~-·---·~-~--- ---
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5 
large nwnber of combinations which must be conside1..;.ed for larger prob.,,. 
lems causes this approach to break down o 
I 1p 1958 V/immert43 presented a mathematical model for this problem, 
however, Conway and Maxwe116 disproved the val.idity of the model. 
30 . . 
Moore proposed models which deal with the addition of new facilities 










________________________________ SeJT_er.al__subop.t.imal.....combi-natorial so 1ution techniques -are fci~d -------- ---- ------- -- _--- - ·t 
.· ~:) ' .. 
·. : . /'., 
. - . . .. 
·- -in the literature o Such techniques are ,_,c 1assif ied as improvement pro-
r~-· 
cedure s when they ar~ dependent upon an existing solution for which ) 
the procedure provides an improyed solution o Computerized procedures 
. 38 of this type were presented by Steinberg in 1961, followed by 
Hillier' s13 procedure in 196?, and Armour and Buffa' s CRA.Fr2 also in 
Jl.963. CRAFT · seems to ·be the most useful o:-f this group because it 
acqommodates both equal and unequal area department problems for up to · 
40 departments; however, as with the other · improvement procedures , the 
,, I qu:a,lity of- its ,solutioJt depends upon the quality of the starting solu-
• 1, 
t , t iOD'o ·,1, 
'-"'•-'"""' ""'~M...:_ .......... ---...... -·••,OH>,.,">'0• • < •••• 
-The ot·her group-·. of. suboptimal combinato-r,ia1 procedures. whicli .. 
require· no starting. solution are cl~ssified- as· construction procedures. 
) Gilmore 11 presented tWO pro~edtlrei o;f lhiS · type -in 1962, and another 
. 
' 
· was pr~sented,, by Hilli.;-r and Conners14 in 1966. _· - ·. ,:-,-
__ .. --·- -· -·-.:. _,·1 . -"'-··· -
· ·. ·34 
· f · • 
.NugentJ · et ~I, ··. .· pEir:formed an experimental comparison of the . sub~ 
. - ... · . - -~ -~-, ··'. ~_,,.:,,•-"'·''"~-,. ·. '. 
·. . .. . ' .. :· 
- . 
.. . . ' ' . 
- ,.,_, _.:." ,_ .. :, .... ..:.,~}. . ' 
. optimal -. combinatorial 'solution . p~oced.ures discussed 0 above; ,- however, . J . . •· . 
.. ·_ 
. ' . ·- ' 
' ~ .. ' . 
. , 
...__1., ···. ·, '-,--~_ 
ti~; superior feat\¢es prQ_vid;9 by CRAFT to aCcommodfite uneqllal · area ,,, 
departments. and[:the__pr<>blem of evaluatfng· perform4'nce 9y both the - ·' . . . ~- ..-,--' ' . -. .:- -. 
. . 








qua1ity of solution and computer solution time prevent the results .... --- . -t 
from naming any one superior procedure. 
I ( 
Although these suboptimal computerized procedures provi~e faster 
and usually better quality solutions than the earlier -ma.nual methods, 
-Y1)) 
. the gains to be real. ized :from an optimal so 1ution procedure are -
·' like1y to be significant :in. most caseso Since a- given layot;tt· is 
likel.y to af:fect the . economy of reiationships between facilitie·s over. 
\ 
,J • • 
- .. 
' ____ · .. ~------- -----. __________________ .a_long-.. p.eriod--of- --ti-me--,---the- --extra -computl~r s·o 1-·ution· ----t Ime· · used . -t-c,--·-seek 
. - V--" . 
" 
:. . ·····_:' . 
... ' .- .. --~·" -~'--··'-'. ~ 
. 
. 
an optimal solution may be · wisely spent o 
. . . 9 Gavett and Plyter appear to be the· only ones who have ful1y 
. devel~ped and programmed an optimal produc-ing ·algorithm ·~or ·this -· 
.. 
" I 
:-: • -.. problema They .report solution times of 42 minu.tes on the 7074 com~· 
., .. ' 
' ... ' : . ~ · .. ' . ~ ' . 
pUter tor the 8-facil:i. ties problem o Their resul~s · .a:re. pPf?isented. by 
\' · 34 
·' Nugent, et al, ·as .an exam.ple of the futility of P~trsuing optim_a.1·- · 
. ) producing inei;hodso AJLthough the Gavett-Plyter algorithm· uses the 
branch-and-bound technique, the ineffi~iency of the ·metho.ds- employed· 
will be demonstrated :i_n a later chapter of this 'paper •. · :l 1'":',. 
Problem Description 
- .. 
. : 'I.' ... The prob~em of evalu_at ing the .~f·f ectiven~_s,s of . most plant· layout:$ · 
. '! 
\i - . . 




... assumptions ·aJUe · madeG) _,:· Some impor~ant :factors .w.bi.cl:1 . influence pl.allt .· 
. ::· .. ·_,- ___ __:: .. .. :.'·. <.: . • 
_··. layout. are non~q~antit-~t.i.ve-,. and eannot · be evaluated .through mathe-= - ·. . " .· . ' ' . . -__ _... . .. " . . ·, . . . ._ . ' . 
. 
···maticaJL meansQ l' . . ........ , . ·, " .. I- • • ·::: ~ Even· for the- qu~ntitative factors;, · tlie -large numbe-r · 
. ,y 
- .. . -. ,_...-----:::-
'.! .'. -.· 
. : .. 
.... ·--·-. _/',. 
.... ·-· ..... -., 
o! locatio~~·dependent ·eicono~:ic telatio,n_ships bet!een .facil:ities, :in.·•• .. •· ' 
1·' ,. 
. ' . .,_·,.. .. ,. ..... ,~ .. 
. 
co111j~~t.:~Qll with.. the'. ex:fcremel..y--:1:arge nuumber ·of·:· ·poss:tble tloorspa.e·e· .- , · .. · ._: ·._ . . - r-,.: i' 
·. . ! ·i 
. '. .. ,· 
·1 ....... ,.,, 
-.arrangemen·tsg causes the number of. :feasible_ solutions to reach. an 
'1'. 
. I /' 
.. '; -
=====·=-.. , .,,..,·.·=.·.""""""'°';=· ~==,,,··=~~.......,......c------'-.---~ ... . 
-c-.. ---· _, ... ··-·~---.. ........ 
-----·--· ·.- ... _·.· ... ·.--·.-.,.-., . ......... ·.-.- • 
. . I 
- . 
.. ............. - ·-~ 
- ~ - -.... :- - ·- ... --:... -_ .-
-·· 













astronomic value even while the number of :facilities is relatively 
s:mal1. For example, i:f each pair of n facilities is related by a 
single factor, then the total number o:f economic relationships be--
tween faGilities is n(n-1)/~o The number of possible arrangements of· 
such a set of facil·ities is dependent upon the number o:f different 
:f loorspac_e configurations requiredo I:f each _activity requires a 
different configuration, then the number o:f possible arrangements i. s 
locations, in which all facilities require the same floorspace di-
' mensions, the number of possible solutions is n ! For ten facilities 
there a:re 3,828,800 possible arrangements ·which are feasible solutions 
to this facilities-location assign~?J;J.t problem. 
Iri spite of the complexities of the problem, it is possibl.e l 
through the following simplifying assumptions to produce usefu1 
combtnatorial solutions:-
<J 
(1) The available floorspace is divisible into a finite number 
- of equal-area· l_ocations. l· 
(2) Any·tfa.~ility can be assigned to any of the ~qua1--area 
locations .. • -. ..... 
; 
',. . ., 
. . ·. .-
. 




. - . ,. . . . . . . 
(4) ·All• f~cilities· will be assign-ed to locations. 
r, 




For certaintyp~s of prt>bl-ellls, .these assumptions are reasonable., ·· ·· 
, :·:_·:-~( . . 
. .. . ·.. .··· · ... ··. · ... · • · .. · 40 · .·. . · - .,·· · 
. . / Vollman, Nugent, and Zact;:J.er used a combin~torial heuristic to 
•... <. •! i ·• . Obtain ~. S()l~tioll :tor an bffi~e i8.yout probl(m for. ;~j_~~ ~;~~~ assUlll;~ ... I 
·i"-.J·· .,,', .... ,.:.~ •. ,, : .. _ .._ ... ,, .. .......... ,--










· 1'· -· .. 
.,, 
I.:·,.: 
. I ... 
- "I · . . r 
I .... I • . : . 
.•. :l . 
ii. 
I 




·---,-:-----·=--.......,. "'~ .. ::: __ · .... ---.- .... -.. -.. -, -· .. · ;'J. ~=~~~ -. ~.----,--·--·-~· s.=;:---~-------:---:-------------~.----:·· 
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8 
occupy more than one of the standard location blocks. Through such 
a scheme different floorspace dimension requirements can be accom-
modated for the different facilitie's. Although this scheme overcomes 
one restricting assumption, it increases the size and complexity of 
the problem of finding a minimum cost arrangement for the facilities o 
Problem Fo:rmulation 
E'ollowing is the fo·rmulation of the problem for the genera.Jl case 








~rp:robJ.em to.: 1?Jh:i.ch th:i,s paper, is directeda • ._I.:., ,--< )~ _i,-.' ,-,,•. • - tf~:_!,_, ___ ·: . <'' .r 
: .- l ~ 
/ N. N 
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- cost. weighted· flow. between, fac'i·litie1s g and· i. 
(f . == 0 for g = i , f · . '= f. ) .·· gJL . . . . . . ., .· .·· ·. '. . gi . ig 
-di,stance between locations h arid j (dlhj - O :if h o: J, · 
dhj = . d 0 h) 0' •· . 
.. . J 











. : . . , . .. . .. 
_th~s problem. can: be. formulated!. . as a quadratic· int~g~r .. programming " .. 
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Minimize L E :E :E X .. x hf . dh . i . h 1J g gi J g J ' 
Subject to the restrictions, 
N 
-
----------------·-··· . -- -~. ------·· --- ----······· - . 
------------------ Li, X =1 
- l UV z V= 
. . . ... 
V = 1,2,-o_,o,N 
u = 1, 2' Cl> 0 D ,N 
is 
in location i 
is not 
-····· ---··------ ----·-· 
----·--· - ---·-------------·· .... 
1 is ~ if facility h 1'1 in location g . 0 is not 
where fgi' dhj~ O and are defined as in the previous formulation. 
. ' ... •' ~; . ' 
Altho\ll.gh thi:s formulation· a1ds in the formal _definition of the 
problem, it suggests _ no avenue ~of· .sol~t ioi1· ·t·hrough general ma.the-_ • • • • f • • • 
• 





- lutions to· the problem bave been developed' specifically fo.r. it~ 
An Example ., ______ -
-The fo·l.Iowing exaipp.le-may,help-_ clar:ify the p·roblem concept~ __ --
- Cons:i.de:r three· facilities- w-hich ar~ to be assigned to -three .. locations • -
< :with facility :flow relation'ships as given in· Table I and location · . ~· . . - .. . . . .. I 
-·· ··-'·"';-··· . 
- - _--_ --- - - -- - - - . - -
- - L - ---
- -· -
-
-di.stance'relat:io~ships. --~- Table···2" ·· 
· .. ,.,,_._)-
~,' "' ;, 
·•. 
·. --• .' .. ," • , ,,• ,, · ,· ,• -.~'I J" ,• ' ' ' ' ' '·• ' ' ' - ~ ). ' '. / 1 ,,, 
/ . 
--· •• •.• ·.·.--•L.-•---••••••·•- •• 
., .. -, .......... ;_ft, 
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FWW BETWEEN FACILITIES 
Facility 1 2 3 
1 fll fl2 :f 13 
2 f21 f22 £23 





















Since the values of Table 1 represent total flow, then, 
f = f 
,ij ji 
( 
· -and _ all -f' ~ . = . O 
l.l. 
. r I 




f ·-· . ~ l 
Similafiy. the distance relationships are bidtt~~g,Ilal, :thus,. · · 
.. , . ' '.~=-=~----~ ,· .· .· 
d d 
,·gh = hg 
. ,, 
dl = 0 
. gg 




. r. . . 
The unrepea'fled non-zeto flow a.11d distan~e .valul9s from Tables 1  
aJ1tf·2 .may be represen1;ed hYvectOl:s F and· D, each having J\f.(N-1)./2 
. + ~ . . ' .', ' 
e1~ements. ·- .. Thusj·_-- i ---~--~----·--':,_------~ 
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A cost matrix C-ma:, be· generated from the product of vectors 
-, 
o1· f ._- d. f 
-- , ... 12---12 -- .. -----12--13 
., 
dl3ti2 · d13113 . d.13:f 23 
. . 
. --· --~-··-. 
. - - ~-~· -·-- -
----
_ ....... r-':"'"":'"'' . 
· .. Matrix eleme~1: ca1jfgb represents the cost of assigning facility 






distance· relatloisb.~1,··;d-' ,.;(t - · : ' . -- . . . : gh ,-
"'.,: Fot a _rgtv·en. feasib_le ·s.olut-~on facility p~ir i=j cm be. assiP,ed: 
-tQ. only ome. locatiomi' paif / and ·each. location pair g=h -_ can _ receive: - , -
,, . ·.1 
_'. 
facility pair@·· ThUSp -a feasiblesoluti~n muS"t contain Oll\e 
-- . and-only one element_ frpm: each -( . 






.. . . ·. · .. · Th~ object.ive fuuctio:n.'for this 
. .- .r-- . 
... a ™ 
. {/ 
,, 
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IIIo THE BRANCH-AND-BOUND lV'lETHOD 
Since the number of feasi:,,ble solutions to a bounded combinator ... \.,.J ial problem is finite, an optimal solution can be fo11nd through 




solut:i.ons ca.n be, and usually is, very large. Despite the fact that today 11 s computers can per:form a large ·nwnber of arithmetic operations 
.. each. second·i) . ·exhaustive e·numerat.ion would be prohibitively time 
1·-·· 
consum.:ing for. large problems. ·If an enumerative procedure is 
c;_J.ever Jly. structured, only a sma11· fraction of the feas:iLble sol.utions' 
. must actually be exa.J11ined · to find an optimal solutiono · ·The brench- · 
· 





semi•en-tlmerat ive method o 
: The branch-and-bound- technique is among the most general so1ut::i..on approaches for constrained optimization prob I.ems, It has -been -used 
' 
' 
successfully on ,many such problems for which other class1cal "d.irec.t 11' 
\' 
-·~etJ;iods of so1ut:ion are. inefficient·· or non-existent~ Lawler and 
._ /,: 
.-- -: 
·_ Wood22 ha.v~ publ.ished an exc~J .. len.t survey of· branch--abd~bound methods. 
,, .. .,·.,,,.,,., ..... 
·~ 
. . ' 
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14 
Partition the set o:f all feasible solutions S into several 0 
sub sets , s 1 , S 2 , •• & , Sk o Obtain a lower bound :for each · 
subset for the value of the objective :function ,vithin that 
subset. 
3 IP Exclude from further consideration all subsets whos~ lower 
bounds exceed the current upper bound. 
4 o Partition one of the remaining subsets Si into several 
·- - . - . 
· sub·sets ·sil, S; 2 _, . 0 0 ." Obtain a lower bound for each 
of these subsets and exclude those subsets whose lower 
bounds exceed the current upper bound. 
·----. 




an objective. function value less than the current. upper 
bound, replace the upper bound with this lower valuea 
' 
. 6. · Repeat this process until a feasib1e solution is found 
such that the corresponding value o:f the objec.tive funct·ion 
··_ (upper bound) is no greater than the lo\\r·er bound for any. 
terminated · 'subset. or nod~:., 
·.· ... The " . " . . . . 
. ' 
. . 
tree · shown in F:ii.gure 1 may help. vi suali.ze this _process., 
Let S0 . represent. the set of all feasible solutions to the ·pro=a. 
· · blem with bQ as its iIJ:itial upper bomci: .· Let s1 , s 2 , and s3 reprea · . . . . . . . .(i . . , 
·. · sent .. all the. partitioned sU.bsets. pointed to by the tlbranches'' which · ·; -~ ,· ·· ......... ,'·,·:. ·· .. - '' - ' 
.,._ 
'it, ....... ..;. ..... ,~:~.·-.:·,"' are .·directed Oµtw.ard ;from •. ~o.·. and .re(the· lower ... corresp<Uldiilg b<>t#l,ds.·•· 
. 
. 




r for these subs~ts be represent~d by b1 , 62 aI1Ld .·b3 o .· 
.· ... ,e. '? • 4, --
Nodes so• Sp. S~p et¢.;- a.re "leaves··Of the tr.ee from Whi~J:i 
branches ~may extend 'to further .subsets. or nodes at descending levels •. 
'/ . 
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1, 
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At a given node the lower hound represents the objective function 
u ., 'i1 . value for a solution to an easy problemo In many cases, this is 
merely a solution to a part of the original problem, and additional 
parts of the total solution are added at each level of the treeo 
. 
' Thus, .a level will eventual1y be reached which contains completed 
. • '' ff solutions or tours, and no further branching is required from these 
nodeso · s
231 , s232 , and s233 of F:i.gure 1 are at the completed solution 
. level--for this- treeo When··a compJLete solution is found whose bound 
is no greater than any of the lower bounds for the i:erminated nodes, 
then this solution is optima1o S1 , S3 , S , s22 , S 231 , s 232, and . . 21 
s233 are the terminated nodes for the tree of Figure 1. Thus, if ; 
" 
so.luti.on X*, and·b231 is the optimal value of the objective function" 
An Example 
This technique can -be il.. lustra.ted by using the examp 1e from 
·, 
Chapter II of this ·paper o Consider this example and a~ __ s~gn the 
fo_llowin~, nume!ical yalues to v~ct.ors F and D . 
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C ·· .. 
. ; 31 
. ' : 
c22. c23 
c32 C ·-- ·33 . 
:,. ___ . 
·• 
• , I - • ~~ 
·. ' 
' ' - . . . 
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:..,.3 We can start to enumerate all feasible solutions by rows and compute 
the 1ov,er :bounds at each node. These results are shown on .~he tree 
in Figure ·2 o Thus, the lower bounds for nodes c 1 , c , and c are 1 12 13 
2 9 32 ,. and 12 respectively. If we select c11 to branch from, th~n 
the on-ly feasible selection~ must· come from columns two or threeo 
h°',:n· ~ _ ~I. 
.. - -
' 
For column two, node c 22 will have a lower bound of 72 + 2 == 74:·CII 
Branching from node c 12 permits further selections from columns 
,, . 
one Eµtd threeo _ These selections- yield lower botmds of- 44 .at· c 21 and 
r, 
'i. 
104 at_ c23 o Sin:tilarly bran·c~~s ~re selected :f_rom c13 with Iower bQunds_. 
_:for_c21 and c 22 as shown in Figure 2o At this point node c 21 appears· 
. . . -to be a likely prospect_ -for optimal, however the remaining cost at 
-. 
---~ ........ . : . . ~' 
-· . 
), 
c 23_ increases ·the cost · o:f this ·solut·ion to 104 0 
the upper.bound~··· 
< . . ~ - . 
·This may -be· '1Sed a·s- , · 
. _ _._ .. ···:· -· 
: ·; .. _ .. 
~ • • ·_ • I 
... ~ . 
l. • - - ..... _ • 
. ' . . . . . . . ~ .. ~ 
. . 
: . . . 
. . . -
.- . : .. "~ ' . 
- .. 
. . . 
.. Selecting c.. as-the next prospect_, a ·solution -value of 74 -is· 21 . · .... _ . 
;_. , ... 
. -.. ·-- .! -
Thi·s ·beco·mes the new upper· bound~. Si.nee· rionc.::f·o·f thEf ot·he~--_:./.: .. ·:'/,:· ·:-._-~.-~_·.·:;.··: 
. · ... ·.·.: ... ' 
. . . ·.: , .. · . ·, 
> 
··_ •• • 
. __ -··1:,.·· . .. 
·-.·~ 
obtained,· 




ieferring to the cost· matrix in the-- example of . Chapter _XI, _ 
. . 




· -. to .iden-tify the· locations to. which the· facilities are. to be ass-ig:n~d, 
·. we' must. , d.,~cipher the PBl.ired· combinations o· . _ 
' Assignments· by-Pairs, . 
.. 
. I-' . ·- ' .. ·_ ' .- .. 









. . . 
\ \ .... ...:.. 
L9catign Pair 
1-3 · · 
·., 1~2 
·2-3 








- J, - ,, .:;- - • ' .., -~, .. ' • -
-· -·' • ~~ 
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__ ,.,, .. ·.s.:, iili, ----------====----------'--~---- ------
. . ' . . ~ . 
-. y 
. ' ··· ... -_ -· 
. l 
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17 
From assign1nent 1 we see that facility 1 must be either in locatipn 
../ 
1 or 3, and from assignment 2 we see that it must be in either lo-
cation 1 or 2o In order to satisfy both of these conditions, facility 
1 must be assigned to location 1 o By similar logic, we,,. see that 
:facilities 2 and 3 are assigned to locations 3 and 2 respectively .. 
,1 
Facility Assignments 




TABLE 4 . - '(".:. '. 
This example demonstrates a method of using the b~anch-and-bound 
t.eclmique to find a solution to the facilities-location assignment 
problem; however, the method was_ selected Q,ecause of its simpl.icity • _,y~ 
example rather than for its efficiency or adaptability to 
. ' 
coding e These factors wil1 be considered ,for the more 
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,::>cFaci1 it ies-Loca.tion Example 
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IV. THE GAVETI'-PLYTER ALGORITHM 
Gavett and Plyter9 presented an aJ.gorithm ,vhi.ch uses a branch-
'\. 1, 
'i,. 
and-bound method to obtai.n optimal solutions :for the facilities-
location assignment probl.em. Since.this algorithm is the primary 
basis of comparison :for the two new algorithms presented in this 
paper, a description of the techniques used in this algori tlun and· 
some typical computer solution times are presented in this chapter. 
The Examp Jle 
The example used in describing this algorithm is taken from the 
9 article by Gavett and Plyter. The notation used will be the same 
as that for the examp 1e in Chapter II of this paper o The flow and 
distance,,relationship vectors are given as follows: 
!,., ••.• - •• 
the numerical . values are, 
(,·· .'· 
F = (28 ,· 25, 13, 15, 4 ~ 23)· 
n1UJJn~rical values,_ 
ranked cost matrix _ is developed as follows : 
> ' 














1. Rank the elements o:f vector F with the lowest value as the 
first element e Thus, 
F = ( 4 , 13 , · 15 , 23, 25 , 28) r 
and in general, 
f < f 2 ~ f 3 ~ G O O 5 fk 1-
'·· 
where k = N(N-1)/2 for N facilities. 
et 
2, Rank the elements of vector D with the highest value as the 
.. _,,., 1 
first element o Thus , 
D 
r 
and in general, 
\ 
, . 
3. compute the ranked cost Cr from 1:he product o:f Dr and Fr. 




C. =· DlF = 







i.d··· .. ·f 
k 1 
.. :1 
- . I. 
. dlf 2 0 G O O 
d2f2 • 0 • 0 
, h, • ·d' f < d , f < T us,· i 1..... i 2 - 0 0 ,' 0 <d· ~ · ··1· - l 
- . .A.k' ' ·k 
a ·n.,..11.· .·. ··d·· ·. ··f·  .. > ·d f · > 
~''" · .. ·. 1> j ,- · 3 'J0 ... . ·-
. ......_.· . 
, . (J 
,, JL . . 0 0 0 J 
o o ,,·e 
. . 
After sµhstituting the numel":ical values, 
, ' 
d f.k 1 ' 
d2fk 
G) , 
. .;, . 
·-~-.:'f.-~-·-~..:s,·ic.,.1.. 
·---------~~· -~·· ·=·--==c-~~-==~~--.:c..: -... :. ,, , , , .. 
r,, 
=-==--------, -,-'-7,, .: .. <•: .. --~-.· · . 
C 




. \(.) , ! ... ..,,,.,·, 
, \., , 




















I I I 
I, 








r 2s 91 105 161 175 196 
24 78 90 138 150 168 
24 78 90 138 150 168 
C 
-
20 65 75 115 125 140 r 
8 26 30 46 50 56 
4 13 15 23 25 28 
The relationships bet\veeµ vectors D and Fr and the corresponding r 
. 
pairs o:f facilities and locations along with the· ranked cost matrix 






































· · --2-4··· · ····l-4 
28 91 







3 4 5 6 
. 
. 
15 23 25 28 
' 2-3 3-4 1-3 1-2 
,. 
. 
105 161 ·175 196 
90 138 150 168 
90 138 150 168 
'' 
75 115 125 . ,,, '140 · 





;n.f - . 
• • 
--;,.~_,,. -.., J,. 
·· Ranked Cost Matrix with Related .. vectors and Assignment Pairs ·{., 
.. ·1 
.... ; ; .. 
= 
: --~ ...... ~.. -·· ' 
.. 
-----·------------r _, -
. . . )··· .. · . .. ·. r-- -----· ---~··- - - : . ...--. . -~ '. 
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·' 
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. :.',,,.~ ',_., 
,d\; . 
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. L., .. , . 
. --- ~ 2 
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22 
-Con1ivay and ~,1a:{1svell' have shown that the sum of diagonal elements 
o:f a ranked matrix of this type is an optimal solution X* = (1, 2, o o., 
k 
k) \vith a cost Z(X*) = :[: c .. < Z(X) for all X. This solution dis-11 i=l 
regards feasibility and tl1e probability of infeasibility for such a 
solution is extremely high for large problems, however the solution 
is useful as a minimt1m lower bound for all solutions. 
Successive Reduction 
Since the optin1al but not necessarily feasible valu-e for the 
objective :function is the swn of the diagonal elements o:f -matrix ·er,· 
then it may be used as a reference for other feasible solutions. A 
matrix can be generated from Cr which will actually be the penalty 
cost elements associated with making a given assignment off this 
1dia.gonal solution o Appendix A gives the procedure for generating such ', · 
a matrix by successive reduction, along with proof of the. validity of 
the process o 
The reduced cost matrix C is of great import~ce in branch-and.,. sr 
bound solution methods for the fa.cilities"'.'.'.location assignment pro= . 
blem, because it pe:rnl~t~~ direct identification of some indirect costs.· 
_when assigning a given element CD These costs are associated with -re~ 
moving the assigned row and column. from further considera.tiQno In 
' 
contrast, the unreduce~ matrix Cr permits identification of these 
indirect· costs only after a series Of relatively COffi:pleX COmputatiOD.So . 
Thus, _without the ~e.duced co st matrix ,the bra11ch-and-bound appr<>~cffi 
. ~ 
· to this problem would be much · 1.ess · efficient o .. 




'' i. i ; I., 
i.j / ·· ( 'I t .: ' 
' 
.... ' . ' ,-· 
:r. . . 
,,· 
·.·.-·.~.··· . ... · 
·I ·.·-_-
.. -: . 










ranked cost matrix C • The process described in Appendix A produces r 
the following results, 
le Subtr~ct the diagonal element of each column from all 
elements of that·column. 
0 13 15 46 
-4 .. 0 0 23 
'·/ 






~20 -52 -60 -69 












./. 2. Subtracfl;'tb;e minimum element of each row from all element~ . · 
. ,·' 
' .. . 







13 - .· 15··--~. : ... , 46 
. 4 ·. · 4 · 27 
o ·. 4' 
... 7 · ....... ·2 
4 ;· -27 
P .··. 15 
.. ·49 .· .17 . 9 
' ' () 





·104 ·. -1t4 
90 127 
69· .· 97 
67 92 
· · Repeat steps 1 and 2 Ullt;il all collditions are. satis:f ied. 
.. ,,-i '• 
9 
··c .-.. -. = 
. r2 ·.·· 











11,, . ·.· 31,- . 56· 
. 76 · 
52. 0 - 12 
0 
.' ... 4 
.- _,. . 
12. 
•. 0 
.. · ..... 
35 
, ... -.- .. 
35 ·. -152 
·21 35. i-
. 0 .· 




·.. ,·.; ~;, -> ._.-· 
- -.- ___ :, __ --··---·--- :· 
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-· - -__:....,,_~ . -- ---·-·--·~·--:--:.--=.cc-.·~-- . _: _ ___,_,. ~-'---,-_ -~-
l ! I 
I'< 
l, 














i' j 0 12 35 52 r . -0 0 l.1 
', j 
I 















































r3 11 2 0 0 10 24 I 
JJ• 
11 ~ 64 28 20 -4 0 5 f 
83 38 28 -4 -2 0 
~ 0 9 11 27 41 61 
0 0 0 8 20 37 
0 0 0 8 20 37 
---.·· 
11 2 0 Q .. : ... ,10 ... 24-. .. __ -·· 
·-
~. ....... ,. '' •.. : 
-' .. : :~'.'.~ 
68 32 24 0 4 
-
.··. ;: ;-_ · ... 
. r .. 
·~ . 
-~-------====----=--~--~· -1!!1!!11!!!!1!1!!!!!!!1!!!!!!1111!11!!!1!1!!_ !!!!l!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!l!!~Y:~========-··111!!!1!!!!!!!11 
















9 11 \· 21· 37 57 
0 0 8 16 33 
0 o· 8 16 33 
2 0 0 6 20 
-32 24 ·o 0 5 
44 34 2 0 2 
9@ 
' 
27 37 55 
o o . G 16 31 
~ o· 8 16 31 
.2.. - .o . 0 6 18 
68 
89 
32 ·24. o ·G 3 . · .. : . 
44 34 · 2 0 
-
. ' . . 
Al1 elements. of c;r5 are non""negative and a.11 diagonal elements are·.·. 
' . w . . 
zero, therefore, · the reduction process is complete and cr
5 
= Csr• the 
-




If ·the circl.ed val.ues·· in c;5 represent assignniell:f:S· :for a solgtion 
X, i;hen the.· value ot. thEl objective. f1!.UJctio~ Z(X)). = Rm· + 11 + O + l.l. · 
+ 8. + o_· + 0 ·= R .· + 30 m- - 0 · As -sho'im in Append.ix A, - Rnt-.. is the stun of. the 
diago~al ~l.emen~-s of Cr __ and in· _this- ._e:xampie , . 
. . · R . = 389 
m 
. ·. . 
.. Therefore» . "Z(X) •. = -389 + _ "30 = _ 419.<. 
• • I . 
., __ _ 
. . . . . , . . 
·. Using · l.ettei's t9 reJ!)resent loca, t :ions and · numerals to represent . 
• I\ ·,.._ fac;J.1i'ties';,, -th, r~l.ations;lltps i'.:n Tabl.e 6 can be used io d~term:ine the 
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26 
assignments made for this solution e, IA B C D' The notation 3 4 2 1 --- will be 
used to sho~v the assignments made for a g:iven solutione These parti-
cular assign. ments are the solution :for the circled values in matrix c'· 
r5° Since each :facility has been assigned to a separate location, this 
solution is feasibleo 
i 
-
j 1 2 3 4 5 6 
f . 4 13 15 23 25 28 .1 
Facili. ty pair 2-4 1-4 2-3 3-4 1-3 i-2 
Location 
. d . Pair 1 1 
l 7 A-C 0 9 11 27 37 55 
2 6 A-B 0 0 0 8 l.6 31 
3 6 B-D 0 0 0 -8 16 31 
.. 
4 5 B ... C 
-11 2 0 ·O 6 18 _-
' 
5 2 A-D 68 32 24 0 .0 . ~ . 3 . . 
-
I 6 1 C-D 89 44 34 2 ·o 0 I 
' 
TABLE 6. 
· Reduced Cost Matri:x with ·ae'.lated Ve_ctors and Assignment Pairs 
., .. -,••»"''"'"' Node Selection Ru'le 
' 




ext'e:nsion s acco_rding to the followtng rule: . ~'" . 
. . Choose (u, -·- v). for nex~ ·tree· extension so that . ' .. · . . . . . - - -
• z.' 
--:"..;:-
, ' cost - in co1.umn j , omitting c(i , j)) · 
-
,,,, ''"' ., ... ,,,, ,,,,,,,,, ::,,,,,,.,,,,,.,·,,,,,,,,_,,,. ,,, ,1,, ,,1,1 +<•• '''' < '' ''''' ' 















Applying the assignmeµ.t selection rule to the cost matrix of 1 
Table 6, we find that B(l, 1) = 9; B(i, j) = O; i, j =- 2, o- .. ·., 5; 
and B(6, 6) = 3. Therefore, we select assignment block -(1, 1) and 
consider the alternatives of assi~ning or not assigning location pair 
A-C to :facility pai:r 2-4, or choices Y and· Y re~pectiv~lYo The 
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labels contain either 2 or 4o Also, location labels containing either 
B or D must not be assigned to facility pairs with labels containing 
either 2 or 4. 
For alternative Y, after having assigned A-c to 2-4, we see that 
BqD must be assigned to 1-3 with an increase of 16 in the lower 
bound. Thus, the lower b~und :for node Y is 389 + 16 = 405. 
,· ' 
-Node Y 
is chosen because it .has the lowest bound. 
Block (l, 1) is now blocked out of the cost matrix ·Since this ... 
-assignment Will not be made under branch Yo The assignment selection 
rule is applied to the remaining matri:,i;, From this we select 
B(6, 6.) = 3 o 
. . . 
,:-, .~ ': . . - ~ -·. ' .: 
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29 
Thus, we next exa:rnine alternatives Y for assigning C-D to 1-2 
-
-and Y for not making this assignment. The lower bound for Y is im-
mediately detemined by adding B(6, 6) · to the previous bound, making 
-the lower bound for Y, 398 + 3 = 401. The selection of Y forces an 
assignment of A ... B to 3-4 with tlte lower bound of 398 + 8 = 406. 
Node Y is selected for :further branching, and block (6, 6) is removed 
from the cost matr;i.xo 
Again applying the selection rule, B(5, 6) = 15 is selected with 
-
-corresponding choices o:f assigning A~ or AD to 1-20 Alternative Y 
. c&.1 · yields a lower bound of 401 + 15 = 4160 Alternative Y forces t~e 
./ 
assignment of BC to 3-4 with an additional cost of zero, therefore, ~ . ' . 
its lower bbund remains at 4010 
- .. _ ,,_ ... 
. '· .. ••, : . ; ·, .. 
. . ' . . 








At thi~ point we know that for further branches :from Y, any· lo- .. · · .. ·• · · ' ·: · .. · · ... . .· ) . 
cation pair with e:i. ther A or D in its label must. be assigned 0D.1y to • ·· · ·· · \ . I 
~--
---~_,. ... · .. 
" .. 
. . . -
·- l ·· 
. . . facility pairs with either a l .or 2 in its labeJL o Similarly, any 
locat:i.on pair without aIJJ. A or D in its label must dot be assigned to . 
facil'ity pairs ·whose labels contain-~ 1 or_2o :<Using this logic, /a~l· 
infeasible ·~ssignments are blocked out of the cost matrix fo.r. the .. 
, 
. 
. . . 
· ·~ next applica~ion of the assignment selection rul.eo B(6, 5) .. ~ 5(l. is . 
· .. ··· .·.·· ..... -- .. ·.·· .. ··.·.. . 
. -"~.,.,. ... 
. ' ··- .. ·.· ... · .. · ·_ .. ·· 




. . . (;, . . . . . ' .· . ' . . .. 
-temative Y has: a lower bound of 401 + 5<l == 4510 , . AlterJ1ative ·Y .forces· 
ali._assignmentse. rhus, i:f All is assigned to 1-2. and CD to .1-3 the~ .. -: . 
. _ _..-
... ---- r 
• f~cilit;v 1 is ass].gnedio.•locatioil D, a11d all assignmentsf!: ~ ff . 
· .... :.;;:-..:..--:~~~1.tw.;•f.:,,.. . . 
are immediately·_ obyioµs .. 
. ... 
-
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30 
The lower bound for Y is the initial lower bound plus the addi-
tional cost of each assignment o This is 389 + O + 0 + 11 + 0 + O + 3 = 
4030 Since this is a complete solution cost and no other complete· 
solutions have been fQ_und, then this is an upper boundo Comparison of 
·s· this upper bound to atl · the lower bo-q.nds for the terminal nodes shown · 
. . in F:i:,gure 7 proves this to be an optimal solution. If some of the 
lower bounds have been less than this upper bound it would -have been 
. necessary to :further examine the branches from these nodes o -
Di:fficulties with the Gavett-Plyter Algorithm 
.. 
As the si2;e of tne problem increases, this algorithm requir~s a 
_large alllount o:f. computation at each ·node in order to perform_ the re• 
duct ion process on· the cost matrix, sel-ect the next ass·ignment .fo,r. con~.· . . . . . . 
. . . . 
. . side ration,.·_ in sur~ . feasib~ li ty of. each assignment , and co.mpute t_he. 
· ·lower bo.Ulld~ · Gav~tt an.d Plyter9 _report that, "in the dec:ipion tree·-~.· · , :_ 
the problem of.keeping ·track of .the_p:roper permut~tion.of the facility 
. I 
.: . ·. 
. 
· 1: 
. .. '. . 
.. . 
.. 
. . . . ~ . ; . 
•. . ... 
'. . . 
' . • . 
. • .-. ; . . . 
· . 
. . · ,-... - . . . . . 
. ·.,-: . ' 
. 
., . ,· . . .. 
pair at each no~ has defied easy proi.tramming. " They also report th&t · .• ...... · . · ·.· · •· · · ·• : /l 
:· the· . la.rg.est value ·of n_ which can._ be . hand led conveni_e~tly by. t"he ~l cm 
. , : ' . ·_ r . 
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__ •-·Typical ·Colllputer Solution T:i.mes _to.r,the Gavett-Plyter· Algorithm 
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Vo TW'O NEW" ALGORIT.H:MS" 
An analysis of the Gavett-Plyter algorithm reveals two general 
areas for possible reduction of the high computer solution times o 
The Ji:irst of these is the large number of possible solutions, both 
feasiple and infeasi'ble, · ·Which must be eliminated in ord.e,r to find 
the optimal solutiono The Gavett-Plyter algorithm uses a sq~are as~ 
k 
signment matrix of dimension k".""n(n-1)/2 for n facilities; thus, k 
assignments are possible, and for n=5, kk=3 ~828,8000 Although al1 of. 
these assignments are not feasible, the algorithm is raquired .to ~e-· · · 
vote · time to elim~nating infeasil)le solutions as well as nonoptimal 
feasible oneso Assigning facilities to locations in pairs is the . 
· reason for this large numbe:r of pos.sib.le solutions" 
·. 
· If assignments ·are made in suc)l a manner tbat a s·ingle :facili.t·y 
i's ass~gn.ed to a ~·ingle location, the number of possib1e so1ut1ons ·· 
· becomes nn, and for n=5 only 3125 :teasible and in:feasib1e solutions 
ti 
. . •, 
.... ,. . 
exist in contrast to., 3,828,800 for. the Gavett--Plyte_r __ a1gorithme ·.The ... · · -
. ' . . . 
..................... ·::: .. ·· ·.- . . " . 
-"· ·· ·· - · . .-.c .·"·--~·major prob-1:em which must be overcome to make. assignments in .this · · · · · 
· .. ·:. 
r • • • 
. manner is· the identif.ication of' costs for each assigmnen.te Since 
-~·-ccci~' .. ·-···. -.. - ------------------ --
- ' .. ' ' . . . . ' . 
costs are computed · fro111 . the pai!ed assignments, a.· method of d.<$ter~ · 
. . - . . .. 
. . . ' - ' . . 
mining ·cost.s for this_approach is llot .im1ned:iately obviouse 
. ·, . •· ·~ . ' . ·. . . . . ·.. ·, - . . 
Another possible .cause of high computer solut:ion<'t:i.me for the 
f 
. . . . . 
_Gavett-Plyter algoritli~ is the smal1 portion of the total problem··. 
··. con.side:red. at each node o. Because .. o:f. this the. lower bouncls near the 
·-
. . 
~' . ' '~ .. - _; 
top olE the· 1bra11cb:=and-6otllnd tree~are genera11y much smal..ler _1:han .thos~ 
. . . . _·. ._ -_ 
. 
near the bottom of the tree .. Thu~j·.·· a liigh percentageo£· en~eratio.n .·· .-
- --- - ____ . ___ _:_ ___________ , _____ .·:________ -· ---·--------·- . __ - -------------·------.-· ... 
·' 
..... , ........... -'" · .... ,, -~ . ..,,., 
~~~~~~==~....;_,.._--'---'-·----·---- ..... . - : ---- -~··-::::.---:-" ---·_- -- -·- ___ ,...__ _ ___ , __ ·----·----- s 
. . 
'. . - - -·-- ----- -~-·-- ----- ·-- - --~~~--. ~--·-=-· ·- ---~ 
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33 
will genera1ly be required since the upper bound will usually exceed 
the lov,er bounds for. all nodes except possibly those near the bottom 
o:f the tree c If' tighter bounds are developed then the percentage of 
enumeration can be reducedo 
The two algorithms described in this chapter were design~d to 
overcome these problems o Algorithm A was designed to eliminate only 
the first problem while Algorithm B was directed to solving both of 
these problemso 
Algorithm A 
In thls algorithm_ emphasis has _been placed upon reducing the 
number of possible _solutions from kk to nn, where k and n are defined 
as :iLn the.beginning of' this chaptero · Such.a reduction in the·prol;>lem 
~r·· 
size· can be accomplished by using a soluti·on technique which assigns 
-sing 1e facilities to single_ locations instead of the paired assignment 
technique used by Gavett and Pl.yter. 
Method of Single Assignments 
To demonstrate the single a.$, .~gn_ment · tec~nique ,- -consider ---·-- _ .. \ ... _ .... _ .. , ..•. -... . -- --~ ·--·--- .. 
·" 










1abelectA·, B, C, and D. · . If . the · ass~gtlll1~ are JJ1ade. singly and in-. . . 
··del)endently 1 the:n each of·the facilities may occupy any·,"one of·the lo-· ---
. -- . . 
- -
- . 
- . ' -
- ~ 






Compare the number of single assignment possibilities in Table 8 
to the number of paired assignment possibilities in Table 8 to the 
-
. 
number of paired assignment possibilities in Table 9, where if any 
pair of facilities is independently assigned to any p_air of locations, 
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TABLE s·· 
. Independent Single Assignments 
Pairs 1-2. 1-3 
A~C · -A-C 
.. 
. , .. 
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Gavett and Plyter apparently used the paired assignments because 
they are directly related to the cqst matrix as shown'in Table 5. 
Since costs are defined in terms of paired relationships, a method of 
determining costs for single assig:rmients must be devised before the 
.. 
single assignment technique can be usedo 
Determining Costs £or Single Assignments ,, 
Consider the example of Chapter V and the corresponding cost 
matrix of Table 60 Select an assignment for facility 1 from Table 8, 
say location A11 The lower_ boun_d for this assignment is Rm, the 
G 
minimum lower bound for the reduce cost matrix. In this case R 
- - . . m 
.. 3890 Assign tacility 2 to an unoccupied location, say Bo AssoGiate 
with this assignment ·the cost of assigning the facility and location. 
pair generated·o_ Thus, facility pair 1-2 has been assigned to location_ 
paif A-Be The co~t of this assignment is the cost of the_previous as-
signrnent plus the additional cost of th~e''°' generated paired assignment' 
and this latter value is available from the reduced cost matrix of 
''-1•.-,'.--,:..1•.,,.,,..· Table 6 with a numerical value of.3lo Hence, the total cost identified 
with the assignments made up to this -point is -3~9 + 31 = 4200 
. . .. ·,;;, . ~---·-1 "r,---· 
Now assign facility 3 to one of the remaining unoccupied lo-· 
. 
. 
. . cations, .say location C~ _ .Associate with. this assignment the cost -
. . 







of all-paired··combinations generated thus far .. Tllus, .facility pair~-
1-2, 1-3, and 2-3 have t,een .·- assigned to location pajrs -A-B, A~C, 
arid B-=Co •. -. Th~ co·st assoqJated· wi_th all assignments .made up to tbis --
point is .&,ii plus t~e sum or cost values from the cost- matrix .C5 r for ,. . 








. This cost is 389 + 31 + 37· + 0 = 457-~ _ --
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36 
Similarly assigning facility 4 to the remaining location D per-
n1its the identification of additional facility p·airs 1-4, 2-4, and 3-4 
which are as.~;igned to location pairs A-D, B-D, and C-D respectively. - ,.._..,,...' 
Adding the cost of these three paired assignments to the costs already 
identified yields the cost of all assignments;, and a feasible solution 
l 
has been generated with a total cost of 457 + 32 + 0 + 2 = 491 with 
ass1gnmen ·s o . t lABCDI The process of making assignments and generating 1234 






Total Paired Assignments Generated 
-
None 
1-2 to A-B 
1-2, 1-3, 2-3 to A-B, A-C, B-C 
1-2 
















-·-Generated of Paired Assignments :.'rll.rough Single Assignments 
Since the lower bound :for each ·node is the lower bound from 
~ 
the next higher node plus the cost of addition.al assignments gener~ted, 
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From Figure· 6A 
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~asic SinileAssignment Branch-and-Bound Tree 
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39 
bl,j (1) Rni 
b2,j(2) = bl,j(l) + cl,2,j(l),j(2) 




bh,j(h) - bh-l,j(h-1) + cl,h,j(l) ,j(h) + 
c2,h,j(~) ,j(h) + • • + ch-1,h,j Ch·l), .j (h) 
Where, 
h is the :facility label for an a$signed facility, 
h-1, h-2, etc., are the .facility iabels fo :r faci.. l.itles assigned · 
at 9receding nodes, 
j(h) is the label .for the location to which faci.l.ity h is as-
signed, and 
·C • h · ( ·) . (h) is the element in the reduced cost_ matrix_: C
9
· ·r. . l. ·, 'J 1 ':J
corresponding to the assignment o :f fac~J.ity .pair i-h 
· to location pair j (i)-j (h) Q 
This method of making :feasible assignments .1ends :itself to rl,;!J,a- .· · 
· ,/"tively easy coding by simply indexing throu,gh the- permutations of .. -:;-. ... 
. . possible assignments. · The infeasible assignments · can be (;)asi. .1Y 
\\,-
avoided by a simple check to insure that the sam~ · location is not . 
assigned -niore than once fo.~ a given solution 0 
The branch-and-bound technique can be employed along with this 
· en1JJll~rati0n procedure to Prevent complete enumeration .. 
. : . . . . - .. . . 
. ' 
The f :i. rst so- -· 
·- .. 
lution. cost becomes the first Upl)er bound to which further cojnputed 
· lower bounds are compared Jlt ea.Ch single assignlllemt node. Figure () . 
. _..~ •. 
--==•== b-L.m . .._...,,_..-=== ... -L. . 
I . . 
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- ' 
:is a branch-and-bound tree representation of this processo In this 
diagram, 1-A is the notation used to indicate that facility 1 is as-
signed to location A., and the number above each node is the lotver bound 
for that node a 
upper bounds 0 
Underlined bounds indicate that they have -been used as 
·d} 
The numbers ori each branch indicate the sequ<?nce for-
searching these br~ches Q 
Node selection is·predetermined in this process, and each·- solution 
is pursued until it j.s proven to yield no -improvement over the current 
best solution o Under the conditions· estab1:ished thus ·far, the opti-
. ' ..... ·~' 
mal. solution is as likely tq .be in the last area searched as in the 
first area~ If a node select.ion s~qµ.ence were devi-sed to improve .the 
- . 
chances of finding the optimal or even a ''good" solutio11 early in the .. 
· search, then tne poorer solutions coul..d- be al;>andoned at a- nigher level 
-· 
in · the t.ree o -·This would reduce the number of nodes to be··ex:amined~ · 
. !· . ., ' . . ' ' .. 
The tecJl:mique described in the· following· section makes ''goodv' so...a 
1 utions --avai1able early in the· search process" 
----,n ii-....._. ____ lr~ 
·::;· .-...:. ... -~:_ ..... __ .. -- ', ... ·-':--·-:- : ·- ;· ~·. ;,, , .. 
· Dete;nnini:qg, Node. Se1ectio];l Sequence 
I I I I . 4 
. The following ·rules fo~ .. : predetermining the a~ :signment_ sequence,, 
... 'i 
' - ' '· ' .· ,,, in_- effect places t~e ·faci-litiE;?s with ll:::igh activity near -the center of 
the available -space and those wit~ low- activ-:i.ty ne~r the ou.tsi'd~ 0--
1~ _Weight each·- facil.ity according-·to 'i.lts tota.1._flow.acl-;ivitya 
-. Label. the highes't -weigllt .• faci 1ity i with Ji.ncreaslng. Roman' ·. 
,< 
' ··----~------·~------· .... -·· -·- .. 
numeral· labels for- e~?-~ lower· weight_ fa~iJLity" .- -Determine-:t:tte 
.. ···.~3.·. 
. . . . - . 
.. ·' . 
weights _J,rom. the :following. f0Jrn1ula& 
,c:__ . 
-···.· _·:;, 
- ' --- ' ---- - - ---= -• - - --c--,~' ___ ,., ___ ' ----' ·-·-·------~--..c----...--=-s=~ 
·- - --·-
. ' 
~ '• . ' 
----~~-





























X .. = 1 for h:;i or j 1J 
X .. ;:; 0 for -h~i or j 1J 
and f .. is defined as in T~ble 1. l.J 
2, Weight each location according to' the total distance re-
.. ~ 
lat ion ship associated with it. Label the· lowest weight 
location P with increasing alp.habetic · labels £01' increasing 






• -JLJ .. 
X •. 
-l.J 
x.- .d . 
~J. iJ. 
I for·g 
0 for g 
,, 
. 
or • =·1 J· 
~ . ;: • l. or J 
and d is de:fined as in Table 2. ij 
. ' . . . 
. . . ·, 
'~ ' 
. ' . 
3. ln the. brancP.-and--be>1lnd enfuneration proCess.,.?uSe. Table · 11 fo:r 
· .. sel.ectin~ the a.sl:!ignment sequence from the feasible pel'lllu-
. ' 
·· tat ions ava:Uable. Tht1s the first feasible. Solution Will be . 
• 
. ·_: -.. · .... ,.·P.I.· ·_ I.· I I I I Iv,· . "i . . ., I I I I I I IV/ . 
R S • the second wi],l be P '"Q s R , etc. 
· .... Q . ' . ' 
-- ---..---------. -
··;. 
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Independent Single Assignments 






The results of app-~ying this rule to the example are shown in 
·. Tables- 12 and 13.,· 
. . 
,,1-\ 1.•,_1 .-, ', • • 
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II l IJJ: 
·Determ.in~11g Factl.Jlty Weights_._._: 
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Label A B C D 
Distance 6 6 7 2 
Relationships 7. 5· 5 6 
2 6 1 1 
TOTAL DISTANCE - 15 17 13 9 
TABLE i3 
Determini.n~ Location -Weights 
Figure 7 shows the branc}l,...and..:.bound tree- generated when using the• 
weighted assignwent sequence - ·Note that. the first· solution gen~r~te.d . -_ 
is optimal, howev~r this - is. not. to qe e;xpect~d: as a. normal occurre~c-e 0 
We can expect tnat 'a "go9d'-' solu.tion will ~~- :found- _eat_ly in_ tbe· ~~arc~o 
Tbe techniques describf3d. ·above h-~ve been_· combined to p~oduce -~n 
algoritmn for producing·· ciptipia·l' solutions to _the. fac;ilities~:loc~tion . . . - . . . 
. . : .. 
assignment problem~ A. £low diagram of this· algorithm is given tn 




.. -·-: ~uring _feasibility,_ and the rec-ursive-. technique·. :fc;>r:c-omputing _ lower 





the computer to examine -?L large number of nodes in a short t:inie~ ·As -
will be shown . ~.at~~' :in .t-his _paper, t]tJLe eff:icien.c,:y ot t"his algorithm . 
makes it_s per:form~c.e supe~ior. to -other·s-WhJich may ex:~min.e 1-e~$ ~Peles·. 





a _rei-atively small ainow1t -Of computer storage bec.a1;1se it pursues each -
branch until i.t ·±s e:i_ther ,~ccepted is a.n upp·er b·o·und or eliminated O. • - · 
-
-- -
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·To Fig:ure 7B 
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. Branch~and-Bound Tree 






Thus 1 the cu:J: .. rent upper bound solution and the bounds for the n~d~s, 
,vhose branches lead bacl{ to the top of the tree from the current 
position, are the only values which must be retained during the 
searcho 
' . 
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This algorithm was designed to solve both of the proble.ms as-
sociated with the Gavett-Plyter algorithm as identified at the be-
ginning 0£ this chapter. It is actually an extension of Algorithm A 
because it uses the same techniques for making single assignments and 
predete:rmining t.he node selection sequence. Thus, the problem of re-
ducing the number of possible assignments from kk to nn has been 
solved by the same techniques as in Algorithm A. The problem of 
tightening the bounds to reduce the number of. nodes· searched is the 
new contribution to this algorithmo 
Determining Bounds 
In Algorithm A the lower bound o·r cost of assigning facility 1 to· 








cursive :formqlas .d~y-~~9ped for A:~gortthm · A9 · 
Consider the assignment of facility 1 to location A, for example. 




• Referring to Table 6, we know that for all subsets under: this .in:ftial · ·, 1 
'•\ .· . 
. 
. assignment, ali facility -~pairs -containing 1 lab.els (1-4, · 1-3, and 1·..,,2) 
.. 
· · must. be a~_§igned to location pairs containing A labels (A=c·~ A-B, and· 
A-Dl~. Thus, fac;ility pair 1--4 must be assigned to ~ither A-C, A.-B, 
or A-D, pair 1-3 · must be assigned to one of the two ·r.emai.riing location 
pairs, with p~ir 1-2 assigned to the ·last remaining pairo . In· order. · 
.' .· 
. to use these· costs j,.n_ the:_'· lower_ bounds, the mtnimu~ co·st ~ssignment 
-·---· __ ::,!:·::-:·:.. . µ------: '··- . __ .·---·--·--.-. -··-
.. ~--· 
·of _these facility.pairs m~s.t·be ·1.nsuredq -To select themi11cimum,cost· 
. ' 
' 
_-, . . . 
. 
. . . 
. ' . - . assignment• by· enumeratio11 would -obviously be of no adva.I1tage ;· ·since as 
n increases the number o:f,c; possible assignments becomes largeo ··Th.e 
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49 
simple method described below insures a minimum assignment while using 
this approach"'" Here only the facilities and locations already assigned 
(1 and A in this case) are considered and the effects of these assign-
ments on future assignments are disregardedo Consequently, once 
facility 1 is assigned to location A with lower bound bl,A the ~ost 
cannot be less than bl,A· This lower bound is computed as £ollows 
using the relationships of Table 6! 
···°"· 
1. Enter the row of :facility pairs :from the left and select the 
first uncommitted facility pair (see Table 10 for committe,d 
pairs of facilities and locations) containing the label of-
the facflity being assignedo 
2. Enter the column of location pairs from the top and select 
the first llllcornmitted location pair containing the label of 
the location being assigned. 
· 3. ~ Select the cost value corresponding to the facility and lo-
' cation pairs selected (note that these assignments are not 
actualJ.y made at this point, only the cost is consi4ered.~here) .• 
..f. 
4. Repeat the above prorcess for the remaining. facility and Io-
........ ____ ----
.~· cation pairs having labels corresponding to the facility···· ....... 
. and location unde·r assignment as well as those previously 
assigned ... 
5. Add the cost values selected to the previous recursive boW'.ld . , 
to determine the lower bound for the.cur.rent nodeo 
.. , 
--· . . . 
_ .. ·---·--,· 
In ... order· to prove tha.t · this procedure actually yields a lower· 
··bound,· one needs· only to shqw that_. selecting one element from each of 
. the rows and co.lumns, of conc~rn in the cost matrix,. while movi.ng in 
r' 
-·- __ :.. ---·. -- - _j; -












the general direction down and to the right, produces a lov,er cost 
assignment than any other method of selection. In orqer to show that 
this is true, consider the cost matrix of Table 5 with elements 
c(i,j). We wish to show that, 
(1) C(i,j) + C(i+v,j+u) s-c(itV,j) +- C(i,j+U) 
i ' j::: l ' 2 ' 0 0 0 . ' k. 
Where k :::_n(n~l)/2 :for n fac-ilities. 
From the· rank~d - flow. and -distance vect_-c:)rs Fr and Dr··. we: know that,·_ 
. (2) ·f_J· 5 t-+~ . 
. J 
(3)·. d. > d- . 
i - :i.+v 
': ,) 
.. 
-· . . 
.. 
·"'.· . 
j = 1,2, . .-.. ··_,k· 
·o< < 1,. • , 
-.V-~-rJ - , - . , ... 
. ,· . ··. 
F.t!Om the definition of· elements in the cost matri_x, we know .. that, . 
. (6) 
· __ c(1:+v ,j) 
. I 
(7) ·_ C( i 'j+U·) - do£-... · :j!, J+U .. . ~ .- -~ . . 
•·. -· - .. 
: -~. . , . 
. . :- .---:-
- . '-~· 
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FIGURE 8 
Branch-and-Bound Tree for Algorithm B 
; .. . . . --~· ·. _ _,.,_.,--: 
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Substituting (4), (5), (6), ru1d (7) in (1) vie ge ·t, 
(8) d. f + d. f . < d. f. + d. f. 1 j i+v J+U 1+v J 1 J+u 
-d. (:f . - f . ) :5 -d. (f . 
- f . ) 1 J+U J l..+V J+U J 
d (f 
- . f . ) < d (:f :f ) i j+u J - i+v j+u - j 
All terms are.now positive so, 
d > d~ i - 1+v 
.• 
_ Thus, we have shown that the relationship in i.ilequality· .(1) holds, 
and the procedure described earlier actually yields a 1ower_ bound. 
· The recursive formulas us·ed for comp·uting the lower bounds in 
_ Algorithm A · are still applicable :for computing the cost to b·e carried 
forward; however :the addi~ional cost elements selected by this new "' ____ _::_-:;,_; · \~ y 
. ~ 




mine the final value for this tight~r lower bound. 
same. example used earlier· will be used·- in 
this algorithm. ·As in Algorithm A~ -the 
selected :from the feasible pennutations of Table_ 11. 
~ss-i.gnment;· however,-- as under this node 
- cility pairs cont_aining le s must be· assigned to 1ocat ion pair-s con-
-=------- :-- ~----·---~~------ ----- ------- -~ -- ----· -- -, -~ .. --- --- -
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53 
'"'""' 
taining P's. Using the minimum cost assignment technique developed 
earlier and the re1ationships and cpst s (from Table 14, we can construct 
Table 15 to shovJ the minimum cost or lower bound for' the uncommitted 
assignments which can be made at this node. 






















i1.1 H t.:-1 ii\ I.I q 
n j-! 
- ,. J 
I i 11 
. '/ li 
)' 
I 
TOTAL 389 i I lJ . I 
fl 
TABLE· 15 -
_ Minimum· Cost ot Assignment I-P 
The next feasible assignment is· III-Q as shown in Figure s·. · 
Table 16 shows the minimum cost for thts additional assign·ment o -





A . F , ·1 ·t P . _ s:;f1gn acl. 1 y - air To Location Pair · Cost 
·TABLE 16 
. 
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54 
Tl1e next feasible assignment, ~II-R, also commits IV-S to the 
only remaining position, and all paired assignments are committed as 





























Mini.mum Cost of Assignments I-P, II-Q, and III-R 
As this process . is continued~tb._e_~ __ lowe_r bounds-· ·can · be determined 
· for all nodes of .intere:st. · These r~sults are shown in Figure 8~· .. The 
. 
. . set· of lower bounds in .parentheses is from the corresponding node.s of 
the tree :for Algori t·lun Ao ·. Thu.s, the :relative increase in lower bounds 
. 
. . 
. by Algorithm B can .be · seen from . comparing th~ two. sets of lower bounds 





a11d of the nine . branch~s at . level. II, . six are terminated by Algo.rithm ,~ 
, B as compared to onl.y·.two µy l\lgorithm Ao Hence, even in this sma11· 
. :::t,.·~ . 
,,: ' . 
. problem C)l]~ Ca.n see . that Algorithm B haS Sign if icant:J.y :('.educed t.he . 
· number of nod.es to.· be searched in f · d · · an· d · the t O · 1 1n 1~.g · ·proving ·op __ 1.ma ... · 
. . . . 
r"' 









The processes used by this algorithm have been condensed and 
displayed in flow chart form in Appendix B. 



















VI o - C01V1PARIS0N OF ALGORITH1\1S 
In this chapter computer solutions times are compared for the 
three algori thll}~ presented in this paper, and the effects of various 
characteristics of the input d~ta sets on computer solution times for 
algorithms A and Bare also investigated. 
Solution Times for the Three Algorithms 
The IBM 7040 Computer solution times for the Gavett~Plyter 
algorithm for. several typical problems were presented in Table 7 at 
the end of Chapter IV. Solution times xor comparable problems using 
algorithms A and B were obtaineo from an IBM 360/50 Computer.· The 
contrasting -reduction in solution· times :for these two new ;1lgorithms · · 
can be observed from Table 18. 
Number of 
Facilities· 






Computer -Solution Times (seconds). 
.l\.lgol°ithm A ·Algorithm B Gavett-Plyter. 
1.15 
· 13. 49 
1. 0 
2.85 





.· Impractlcal .· 
-- ··, 
Typical Computer Solution Times.·. 
.. 
An Analysis of. Solution Time.s for Algorithms A and B 
. 
. ' 
. : . 
.. "--..... . 
. . . 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
. 
·Sirice solution tint~~ for_ algorfthms A and B are·_ relatively close 
' .-- ·-·~6 
for a·- ty.pical set of problem~ as· shown. in Table 1.8, the level of:,_ .... -,~--- . 
significance o:f this. difference is of interest when comparing. the two 
.; 
.... '· .\ . 
' . 
.· ' . . 
-t· .... •0._ ~ -~- ·"!-"'. 'l' 
-~------~-----.--~ .. ·=-::.---- - -.~'"",.;,.--·=. -- ==·· .c,-, --~--------.--_-----.------..--.~--~- .-----
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algorithms. Input data sets may also possess various characteristics 
which affect solution timeso If no~mal distribution of the solution 
times is assumed a factorial experiment can be used to determine 
( 1) the level of significance of differences in solution times for· 
the two algorithms, anq (2) characteristics of inpQt data sets which 
have significant effects on solution times. 
Certain characteristics of interest of the input data sets for the 
.. , ·., 
facilities-location assignment problem can be identified· from an· . . 
examination of the conditions from which the data ts obtained. As 
. ,p 
. 
. indicated from tne problem description in Chapter II, the input data 
consists of inter-facility "flown· values and inter-location '' • .. . . tr d1st~nce 
values. Fl.ow and distance data may consist of values which are 
. . ~ 
" ·91 relatively close,· or they may be widely dispersed.· Thus a r~nge 
factor is a characteristic of the input data. 
,,. 
-:.., 
.. In some ~i tuation·s the flow Vqlues between a :few of the facflit ies 
tPmay be much larger· th.an all the other· f'low values . for a · given problem .. 
Under thepe cond:j.tions the ·1a:rge values may be dominant, thus a 
" . . • ..ff 
. . 
. 
· domlnance .. factor becomes .a characteristic. of the input dat~. • · 
- ' . . 
· The equal a:re~ locations· cause symmetry. in· the layout and, 
,, --···· -· 
consequently various i~ntEir..;.location distances have the: same VJ,3llues, 
.. ' . 
. ··therefore·. flie distanc.e vector· wiii 'h,ave a large number 0£ duplicate · ·.· 
.· - ' . --~- .; . ' 
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58 
The different algorithms have an effect on solution times and can 
be introduced into the experiment simply as another factor. 
Since the effects of the above factors on solution til!les may _be 
different for problems of di:fferent sizes, problem size is int.:iroduced 
as the last factor of interest. The ef:fect of problem size on solution 
time is already known to be signi.ficflnt, ho,vever, the interaction 
effects are not known anci ~ay be impprtant. 
The five factors o:f concern int1·oduced above wtll be referred to 
according to the alphabetic labels a~sign~d below: 
A - Range of dat~ val«es 
B - Duplication factor 
C - Dominance .factor 
D. - Problem size 
.; 
E - Algorithm used p · 
Using two· levels for $ach of the above f'actors, the Yates· 
· tec:hnique as described by.· Johnson and Leone17 was · ·used to' perform an · 
the resulting 25 :factorial experiment, 
levels for defined,_1n'- Table _1~ .. 
problems_ use<;I. thi~. e+'{perimen t · was ... 
·-----~•. 
-
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elements was restricted to one tenth the normal range, while the 
dominant elements we.re restricted to values from O. 8 to 1. 0 times the 
normal range. 
The IBM 360/50 Computer solution times for the set of problems 
are given in Table 20. 
The results of applying the Yates technique are displayed in 
Table 21. The analysis o:f variance results from this data are shown 
in Table 220 Here the four and five facto):! interactions are assumed 
to be zero, and the S1J1Jtot_§l. sum .. of sq-uares from these effects is used· 
for the res'i'dual sum of squares •. The critical F ratios are shown at 
the bottom of Table 22. 
From these resu1.ts·we see that sources C, D, and CD are st~ongly. 
_significant. · Source D, the problem,.,size was already known to be an 
influential factor, so. it may now serve as a reference for comparing. 
· other factors and interact :ions o Source C, the dominance factor, 
indicates that the degree of don1inance used has a greater .. e·~fect on 
. solution- times than the problem size differential used o . Source C)), 
the interaction of problem size and dominance, is no surprise at the 
- next higher leve.l of s ignif icance follow_ing these two single factors o 








: .. ,...::-:·--'··--"---'-···--·..:."··,+---------~'-----.,,--cc--~--~--~-i-nd~i-cates-----that.,,, with be 1tter than 90% confidence, algorithm A can lbe 
••••• 1 • 't 
.'!',t· expected to outper_form algorithm B-. · 
,. ).'•" 
' . ' . ~; ·- .:; -" ......... ,., . . : 
- . ' . . 
· Source A, the range of _-·values,. was. not even-.. ,mil.d.l.Y::·,::1:1j.grifffcant; 
. 
. however. the results do_ indicate a slight tendency ·for_ the high. range· 
data se:ts to require longer solution times·. 
.,._:-·.------~; __ -.--_ ~~<-- ·-·.· ._ ~-_, ·- ... ~~-=~ 
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Dl Do I 
-E El Eo El . ·O 50029 77096 155. 05 . 20.57 39.64 
7.35 14.56 17.27 9.10 
22.68 56. 08 . 96.16 25.44 
11.14 11.14 
TABLE 20 










I 11.74 12.30 
' 49.32 101024 
8.47 11.01 
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·. nesults of Applying .Yates Technique 
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_ Significance limits fo:t° f: F - - -- · ·· 
,, · - _ 1 , 6 , 0 . 9 0 l --
* * * 
3 78 F · • - --
.= 
0 
.. ' . 1,6,0.95 - 5. 9_!;) , . 
_ >Fl,6 1 0.99 =· 13- 75• -' Ill . • . 
TABLE 22_-
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64 
_S~µ:rce B, the duplication facto:r, was mildly significant, 
indicating that a large number of duplicated elements normally improves . 
solution time. 
Algorithm A was deaigned t9 rapidly compute a relatively loose 
lower bound at each node, while algorithm. B was designed to compute 
tighter bounds o ·This difference will naturally result in the 
examination 0£ a larger number of nodes by algorithm Ao · The average 
percentage of total possible nodes e~amined by ea.ch algori.thm for the· 
-two problem size~ used in the factoriijl experiment are given in Table 23· •. 
Since the average t-inie spent on each node by algorithm A· was ·: found· · ·· ' . . : 
. 
·. 
. to be 0~00151 se_conds ~and .. 00313 seconds for.algorithm B, tn.e more 
sophisticated te¢hnique. for computing lower bounds. in. a igori thm B · . 
proved to be fruitless, although this technique does. greatly reduce the. 
number o:f nodes to be exa1nined ~ · 
1 
. . . 
-
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Percentage of Nodes Examined 
Algorithm A Algorithm B 
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. 0 0748 
.0534 
TABLE 23 
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. '.Percetn.t 0£ Total· Possible Nodes. 
Examined by Algorfthms A ::1nd. B .. 
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VI:IT o ... CONCLUSIONS A1'1D RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The contrasting compute.r solution times given in Table 1.8 for 
the Gavett -Plyter algorithm, along with the solution times for algorithms 
A and B, demonstrate the validity of the improved techniques presenteaJ 
in tl'""l.is paver for obtaining optimal solutions to the facilities.,.location 
assignment problem. 
AlgorJL thm A proved to be slightly faster than Algorithm B for the 
same set of problems. Algorithm A can be expected to provide o.ptimal 
i 
solut :ions t o the nine,..f a G;i.li t :i;es problems in less than five minutes on the 
IBM 360/50 Computer. 
The results of comparing .Aigorithms A and B show that the more 
sophis ti-cated technique qsed in Algorithm ,B to tighten the lower 
bounds requ:i..red sufficient additional computer time to more·than · 
outweigh the advantage 0£ the corresponding reduction in the number 
of nod~s examined .. 
O:f the :input data cl1t.aracte.ristics analyzed in Chapter VI, two 
were found to have a significant ef:fect on soll!tion t:i.mes o ·The data 
sefs,)ha.ving a few dominani> elements showed a. reduction in solution· 
times ata'veryhigh leve1 of significance.· Data setswitha large 
_· .. if_·'"'·:·,. 
number . of duplicated elements also showed a reduction in "'sriitit:fort;'.'''times 
. 1 
·. at .a1highlev-.~Jof signif:i.canc~ .. 
• ,'·'". . 
.. '"'.""-'"''","".1'-,-1:, 
The· range -of• values in the data set: 
. ·. . ' . 
. -
. - , : . '. . . ' - . . . .· . . ... -- --· 
w~s no.t~~a significant fac,tor, but it showed a slight ,ten()ency:--for- the ·. 
· narrow range data" s~ts to have shorte·r solution times .. 
. l---
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67 
typical plant layout problem may consist of several hundred facilities to 
be assigned. The branch-and-bound techniques available could 11ot be 
expected to so1 ve problems of this size, howev~r some progress has been 
made in decomposing- the large problems into several smaller problems .. 
A clustering scheme described by Johnson17 has· been successfully employed 
£or this purpose. Once the· decomposition process. is complete the 
smaller problems generated c~n be solved using the branch-and-bound 
techniques.· Under these conditions, the larger each of these small 
subset problems to which an optimal solution is obtaine<), the better 
the quality of the overal.1 solutiono Thus, the capability of solving 
larger branch-and-bound problems· as provided by Algorithms A and B may 
permit significant improvements in the quality of the overall solutions 
' 
. 
for the large problems., 
..... -1.: ...... ____ _ 
,. ·,{, .. ,. 
' I~. 
. ....... ·n. 
' I 
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Recommendati .. ons for fyrth .. e.r Stu~~ 
Since algorithms A and B normally find the optimal solution quite 
rapidly but must devote considerable additional time to the task of 
proving optimality, larger problems could be solved if some of the time 
required- for the optimal proof could be eliminated. A statistical 
study of the time to optimal versus total solution time may show a h·igh 
degree of confidnece in relatively e~rly solutions. although they are 
not proven to be- optimal.. The development of a stopping rule for these 
conditions cpuld further·broaden the capabilities and usefulness bf these 
algorithms. 
' . , ·• , ' -'n ·• ~. • 
. 
. ' 
. The degree of improvement ~n ·the_·quality _of the .overall solution · 
:for large decomposed prob4ems' as the size of'"the subsets are increased 
is another area of study. to which th.e:;1e improved techniques lead o · A 
comparison of these resul. ts with those achieved by other· heuriSt ic 
methods may also be .of interest . 
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This process is essentially the same as that described in an 
article by Gavett and Plyter9 0 
The initial square ranked cost matrix C_has elements c(i~j)~ 0., 
A transformation of C is desired ·such that a reduced equivalent ma-
trix is produced with: 
(1) All zeros on the diagonalo 
N (2) The total reducing constants are equal to !; ckk' 
k=l 
. ·----(3) All elements are non-~egative. · 
'1: 




, I ! 
-· -· ·· · --- - -·- ... " ......... ___ ....... -- .. -... -. -· -· --.. _ - ._: ·"·.·· _.,,,, ... ·· ·· ~ .... ·· .. : · ...... _., .......... · · ,. ............. ". ·· .. ·· .. _ ...... ·· -n· .. ·· ll .. From the construction of C we know that 
• :.i 
C < C . (i,h)·--. (i,g)_. 
::>. . . 
C (h ' j) - . C (g ' j) -. for h~g, j=l,o.,,,N 
. . . ti~,~- . . . . . The optimal assinm~nt, Xm ;;: (X1 ,x2 , .•• ,xN), has a cost 
·z (Xm) - c(l ,x-1 ) + c 2 (2 ,x2) +a a. +c (N ,xN) 
- or· 
N 
. Z(~)_··= k. 
k=l. 
The initial sum of reducing:· constants .R is zeroo . The reduction 
process is a$ follows: 
·l. Subtract the diagon~l elements· from -each colµmn. and add 
· them ·to Re. The_assignment Xnt, remailtls unchanged and 
= Z 11 (t l ·+.R- .·_·. 
. · .. -m .. 
. . . 
·.~ ( .... 
--·----------------------- ~-
. 
-·- ., . 
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In this step C is changed to C 11 with elements c' ( i, j), and 
c'(j,j) = c(i,j) - c(j,j) 
N 
Z' ("m) = L [ c(k,xk) - c(k,k)] k=l 
Z(Xm) = Z' (Xm) + R 
i,j=l, ...... ,N 
. -.• , - . •" .. '' '~ . . 
Note that c( l ,j) ~ 0 for j - 2, ..... ,N and c(l,l) 0 s i.nce c( 1 , 1) $ 
c( 1, j) for j = 1, ..... , N .. 
"'"' .. ,, .. , .. 
2. Let ci be the minimum [c'(i,j),j=l,N]; i.e., the minimum· 
element of each row of . C' . -Reduce each row· by ci ;:1nd add 





. reducing constants"·"c. to R for i . 
. 1 
. 




When each ci is subtracted. from a row, the new matrix becomes 
elements.c"(i,j) 
"(. . . ) c· ·1,J = 
z'' (X ) 
_.m 
-C( i_ , .j) == C · 
. 1 
N 










Note that each ck 5 0 since the minimum in each row is at most 
zero ( all diagonal elements are zero). 
ck may be negative for 
-1<=2, ... ,N. c1 =Ofromthenote ofstep2 above. Reducing bJT 
Ci 2 0 will also make all c'tt (i,j) ~ Oo 
N 
it smaller by the amount [: fcil • 
i=i \ 
Adding the c. to R will make 
l. 
Steps l and 2 are repeated until all diagonal elements are zero 
and no negative elements remain in the transfo.rmed matrix ... The 
second time through will. insure that c 11 (l., l) = cl == 0 and c"(2,2) -
c 2 - 0 and the nth time -will insure the reduct :ion is complete. Then, 
., 
= z"(X ) · + R m, 
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Flow Diagrams for Algorithms A and B 
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N,D, and R 
- Yes STOP 
,_ .. -,.. 
No 
etermine weighted transformations for facility and location labels 
enerate ranked vectors Dr and Fr from D and R 
() 
Compute matrix Cr = D~Fr 
nerate reduced cost matrix Csr from Cr 
Compute_ Rm from Cr 
~. 
et·current upper bQund 
·· bcu=oo , i=l, j-1 
e-1ect the' fe~islble· 1lssignmerit xi·j· ... corresponding. t:o··. "' .. i and j from single assignment .permutat,ions 
"·.cc:··· -- Flow D'iagram 
_-,-,_ for Alg(?~it:hm .. A.· •-· 
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Compute lower bound bi,j(i) from recursive formulas, selecting cx,y,j(x),j(M) from Csr· 
b. *(•) 1,J 1 
-
R for i = 1 m 
b. . ( . ) l. 'J l = bi-l,j(i-1) + C 1, i, j ( l.) , j ( i) 





bcu = bi,j(i) No j =l\tin w=j +l, .j +2, .... , N+l 
for solution ~cu i=i+l 
.. ·-. 
- -- ·- --
·-·· · · · --···· 
--






















N, D and R 
STOP Yes 
Determine weighted transformations for facility and location labels 
Generate ranked VfCtors Dr and Fr from D anq R 
, . ~ 
. ~ 
Compute matrix C · = D'F r r r 
. -·· . ~ ..... ,. .. Generate· reduced· cost·-matrix· Csr from Cr 








Compute committed assignment bound ti, j ( i) from 
:recursive fo!mulas, selecting S:,Y,j(x),j(y) from Csr· 
t i , j ( i ) ::: Rm for i == 1 
ti,j(i) == ti-i,j(i-1) + cl,i,j(l),j(i) + 
c2 , i , j ( 2) , j ( i) + • • • • • .. • + 
ci-l,i,j(i-1),j(i); 
for i-2, 3, .. , N 
Compute lower bound from 
b
. . (.) t ) Min J.,J 1 = i,j(i + 
Uncomrni t ted 
C. • ( . ) i" • ( ) l,S,J 1 ,J,s 
Unassigned bcu =_bi,j(i)-
£or solution Xcu 
No j=Min w= j + 1 , j +2 , o • , N+ 1 
i=i .... 2 





w=l ,2, .. ,N 






for Algorithm B 
·Part 2 
- '-
-·x · is opt_imal 
. cu-· . 
, .. 
b' with .cost_ .. ·_ cu 
' . . - ' 
. -
. --,---· .---- -·····--·--···-~---
·- ----------------------
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